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In this paper, we describe the way to compute circuit constants of the im-
pulse voltage generator by means of the digital computer, when an impulse
voltage waveform is given. The definition of waveform is to be revised, and
this definition is adopted to our computation. From the results, we can see the
influence of revising definition upon circuit constants. We also devised graphs,
from which we can easily determine the L-C-R circuit constants. (see Fig. 2 (a))
§ 1. Introduction
It is very complex to calculate circuit constants
of an impulse voltage generator, when the vol-
tage waveform is given. In this paper, we de-
scribe the method to calculate circuit constants
for two different circuit connections by means
of the digital computer.
The definition of an impulse voltage waveform
is given in Japanese Electrotechnical Committee
(]EC) 106. In this definition, duration of wave
front (Tt ) is defined as the value which the inter-
val between 90 % and 10 % of crest value is di-
vided by 0.8. In the near future, this definition
will be revised. In the definition to be revised,
duration of wave front is defined as the value
which the interval between 90 % and 30 % of
crest value is divided by 0,6, as shown in Fig.
10. Hereafter the former is named 10%-90%
method and the latter is named 30%-90% method.
Nowadays in order to obtain circut constants L,
Ro, R. for the given waveform, coefficients a,
b, k, etc. (see Eqs. @, @, 0, etc.) are used.
The calculated results, following to 30%-90%
method, show that coefficients a, b, k, etc, must
be varied to some extent. Consequently circuit
constants (L, Ru, R.) vary in some degree. In
order to examine the calculated results, we analy-
se some typical waveforms by the analogue
computer.
§ 2. The computing method, using digital
computer
(1) The procedure to compute
When aI, a2 are given, circuit constants are
70
calculated with the next procedure using Eqs.
®~0 (c. f. appendix).
all lXz---tk---tA-ttt/tm, ts/tm, ts/tm---ta.
b---t T ll T t
On the other hand, T t , T t are given, the cir-
cuit constants are calculated with the next
procedure.
T ll Tt-t Tt/Tt-t k-t A -t tt/t.... tdtm•
ts/tm---ta, b-tTt , T t
In the first case, starting from aI, a2, coeffi-
cient k is determined from Eq. 0. In the second
case, starting from T t , T t however, it is diffi-
cult to obtain the value of k, in spite of being
the function of Tt/Tt . Because k is the solution
of simultaneous Eqs. ®~0 with exponential
function. Therefore, k is assumed as follow,
(l/k)Iog k=(Tt/Tt ) In 2. (1)
Then T t , T t are calculated for this k. If this
calculated Tt, T t do not correspond exactly to
given T t , T t , we must calculate again by sub-
stituting more accurate k into Eq. 0. Therefore,
the latter procedure requires many repetitions.
In practice, it is often required to determine
the circuit constants from T t , T t . So we de-
scribe about this case. The flow chart is shown
in Fig. I.
tt/t"" tz/t", and talt", are given by Eq. ®. But
they are exponential functions, so we begin
next approximate equations, and reach final
tt/t"" tdtm, talt", by repeating the same pro-
cedure.
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Fig. 1. Flow chart
themselves, therefore, the error of k becomes
within 1. 5 %.
(2) The ranges of computation
Tr : 0.5-2,000 P.s (43 values which are actu-
ally used)
T t ; 3.0-10,000p.s (44 values which are
actually used)
5sTt/Trs100
Fig. 2 (a), 2 (b) show the circuits for the im-
pulse voltage generator under cosideration.
(a) circuit: k, t1, tz, t3, a, b, ai, a2, L,
Ro+Rs, ¢(k),H and r; are computed
when T r, T t and C are given.
(b) circuit: k, tl, t 2, t3, a, b, aI, a, Ro,
Rs, ¢(k), Hand r; are computed
when Tr, T t , C and Co are given.
tJ/tm =0.04Iog T t /Tr+0.14 }
t2/tm =0.15 log Tt /Tr +0.7
ts/tm =0.5 Tt/T,
Where
0<tl/tm <t2ltm <1<ta/tm
Hereafter, tt/tm, t2ltm, ta/tm are replaced briefly
with tl, t2, ta respectively.
In above equations, t" t 2 are larger than the
expected values and t3 is smaller than that. We
desire t" (n=l, 2, 3), for which FI, F z, F3 (see
Fig. 1) converge to zero. If we decrease t l and
t 2by lO-a and increase t3 by 10-', F I , F 2, F 3 vary
gradually from negative to positive. So we can
obtain most suitable t" (n=l, 2, 3), when F I , F2,
F3 change their signs respectively. When k
satisfies,
Fig. 2. Circuits of impulse voltage generator
Cal L-C-R circuit (bl C-R-C circuit
ITdTr-ka/b I<10-2
TtlTr
and t1, t2, t3 are accurate, the error of k is with-
in about 1 %. But these t1, t2, t3 contain errors
e
Rs
§ 3. The results of computation
(1) The variations of circuit constants due to
revising the definition of the waveform
Obtained coefficients a, b, k and ¢(k) are
shown in Figs. 3-5. Over the
region where the value TtfTr
is larger than 100, computed
points are dotted. Using these
graphs, it is easy to determine
the circuit constants of an im-
pulse generator when the wave-
form is given under 30%-90%
method.
Table 1 shows a comparison
e
LRs
Table 1 The results of computation for typical waveform ~
D~fini-I TI/Tf ItlOn k a b I ~(k) tl t2 t3 ITf(/lS)[ TItus) I al(s-I) I a2(s-l) I *L(mH) I*!~+(~~) r **Ro(km I **R.(kflj
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43.632
41. 526 I 107.37
3.7048
3.8418
48.673
49.930
94.78
109.81
365.421 3,273.3 113,376
348.30 4,006.8 11,464
4, 712.52 135, 820.9
5,084.95 128,654.2
50 1 250
500 1 3, 0001~-
3.374
4.372
3.713
3.945
5.6355 1.27123 1.43271 0.81085 0.034181 0.57943
7.6019 1.17813 1. 79104 0.83221 0.10887
1
0.56897
8.9587 1. 09624 1.63667 0.84393 0.032141 0.56264
11.50461 1.044891 2.003391 0.861401 0.102951 0.552262
5
2
6
1
1
....
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til
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~
0.11262
0.13333
0.11648
0.13816
60.972
0.80290
61.391
60.089
2.2520 1 2.1427
2.2563 1 2.1478
0.85195
1.1063 1 1.0520
1.1026 I 1.0458
66.774
0.72569
0.36703
0.85713
0.294991 0.876711 0.831141 0.11830
0.43347
0.52730
0.446701 0.856631 0.808961 0.18406
0.34834 0.87324 0.826811 0.14043
253.51.j5,742.1 110'991
248.24 6,896.4 9,346
18,363.3 12,953,630
14,594.4 12,529,130
19,003.9 11,596,670
40
50
40
10,00011------1
1
1
50.745
i~I--I 0.21891
350
1.5
6.880
24.360
23.006
20.117
16.195
14.211
18,863.2 11.898,790
--I 1--1--11-----I---~I
18, 458.3 2, 488, 360
22.65131 0.88728i 2.009721 0.904011 0.027811 0.520341 6.123
1
27.7830 0.8688412.41375 0.91506 0.08989 0.50985
206.422
84. 01931 0.7601612.395011 0.959301 0.022231 0.44949
100.667 0.75453 2.84819 0.96426 0.07261 043948
I 134.8131.0:7383312.488361 0. 971161 0.020531 0.4234611~--_
160.859 0.73454 2.95363 0.97474 0.06726 0.41391
50
26.67
10
-I 40
2
2
2
1 139,567.2 10.6934412.7437610.999751 0.009961 0.2173112'591.8
10,000 "---1------ ---
2 46,728.5 0.69341 3.24021 0.99979 0.03317 0.21398 3,013.4
2
1
1
1 1 173.294 10.729721 2.529131 0.976121 0.019701 0.40993
1
__.' 0.7266312.9996410.97910 0.06463 0.40067 27.901 14,532.6 2,999,640
1 I 367.801 O. 7124112.62025 0.98669 0.01749 0.37136 44.206 7,124.06 2,620,250
---, 100 ---~---, --- 1 100
2 1 436.517 0.7107313.10214 0.98839 0.05760 0.36309 50.824 7,107.26 3,102,140
1.1 3,921.14 0.69556
1
2.72754 0.99814 0.01271 0.27636 329.52 347.78 1, 363, 770 33. 734 46.018 43.898 0.25615
1,000 --------- 2 2,000
2 I 4,634.10 0.695323.222130.998390.042160.27114 381.56 __ 347.66 1,611,060 28.566 46.032 43.913 0.21683
69.344 2,743,760 84.093 230.73 220.16 0.12731
69.3411 3,240,2101 71.212 230.74 220.17 I 0.10781
Notes: Definition 1 - Waveform is defined by 10%-90% method.
Definition 2 - Waveform is defined by 30%-90% method.
* Constants for L-C-R circuit (C=0.0625/lF)
** Constants for C-R-C circuit (C=0.0625/lF, Co=0.003/lF)
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Table 2
Illustrating the differences between two
definitions, we used the analogue computer. Fig.
11 (a curve) shows 1 x 40 fJ.S waveform, defined
by 10 %-90 % method, and Fig. 11 (b-curve)
"Given" 1"Computed""Given" I"Computed" I
1 1.1 40 40
0.5 0.55 50 50
350 355 3,500 3,400
500 490 3,000 3,000
The results for typical waveforms are shown
in Table 2, where "Given" shows given wave-
forms, and "Computed" shows computed wave-
forms by means of analogue computer, using
circuit constants, which are obtained from digi-
tal computer. It may be considered that the
difference between them is caused by the errors
of the analogue computer and of the X-Y re-
corder.
between circuit constants for the typical wave-
forms by the 10 %-90 % method and those by
the 30%-90% method.
Particularly in the Fig. 2 (a) circuit, if the
waveform is given, the circuit constants can be
obtained from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 immediately.
(2) About computed waveform
The waveform described in general literatures,
has the nominal zero point 01 on the right side
of the real zero point 0, however in our compu-
tation, the waveform always has it on the left
side of 0, as shown in Fig. 10. Compared with
the duration between 0 % and 90% of crest
value «2), the duration between 90 % and 100 %
of crest value (tm-t2) is considerably large, for
example, with the standard wave, (tm-t2)!t2
comes up to about 1. 5.
§ 4. Analysis using an analogue computer
To verify the circuit constants computed by
the digital computer, an analogue computer was
applied. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the block-dia-
grams of L-C-R and C-KC circuits respectively.
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shows the same one, defined by 30 %-90 %
method. From those curves, we can understand
the difference between two definitions, namely
1 X 40 p.s waveform, defined by 10 % - 90 %
method correspond to 1. 2 X 40.2 p.s waveform,
defined by 30%-90% method.
§ 5. Conclusions
(1) a, b, k, etc. and circuit constants of the
impulse voltage generator following to 30 %-
90% method were calculated with 1. 5 % errors.
(2) According to these results, coefficients b
and k are considerably different from values
calculated by the traditional 10%-90% method.
(3) We obtained the graphs to determine the
constants of Fig. 2 (a) circuit for given T:r and
T t .
(4) The computed results were examined by
the analogue computer.
(5) By computing tJ. t2 and t3, we could
know more accurate waveform for the impulse
waveform.
(6) From this, the nominal zero point 01 is
located in the left side of the real zero point 0,
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Formulation of equations used in writing;
When e is out put voltage
®
(1)
®
e=E {exp (-a1t)-exp (-a2t )}
exp (-Atdtm)-exp (-Akt1/tm )
=0.3 {exp (-A)-exp(-Ak)}
exp (-At2/ tm ) - exp ( - Akt2/ tm )
=0.9 {exp (-A)-exp (-Ak)}
exp (- Ata/ tm ) - exp (-Akta/ tm)
=0.5 {exp (-A)-exp( -Ak)}
a=a1Tt=A (ta/tm-3tl/2tm+t2/2tm) ®
10b=a2T1=6Ak (t2/tm -tdtm )
¢(k)= (k_1)kk/\1-k)
where
A=a1tm=(ln k)/(k-1)
k=a?/al= T t /T1
- alb
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and the duration between 90 % and 100 % crest
value is unexpectedly long.
In this paper, we have computed, assuming
stray capacitance and inductance are already
known. From this time, we are going to in-
vestigate them.
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1
.------1 C }-------<
{
LC ~2t~O =(RO+Rs)(-C ~~) -eo
e=Ro (-C ~to)
Fig. 8. Block-diagram of L-C-R circuit
{
-C deo = ~ + Co!i~
dt Ro dt
de 1(Jf= CoR
s
(eo-e)
Fig. 9. Block-diagram of C-R-C circuit
Fig. 10. Definition of waveform
:t
(1) L-C-R circuit (see Fig. 2 (a»
L= T/Tt/(abC) ®
R o+ R,= T t(l +1/k)/(aC)
®
7j=¢(k)H @
where
H=Ro/(Ro+Rs) @
(2) C-R-C circuit (see Fig. 2(b»
Ro=qHTt/C @
Rs=rT//(CoH) @
;.=t(k)H @
where
b-",",,'fill~
H=(1+K)/2(1+1/O)@
K=.J1-(1-1/iJ)m @
m=4k/(1+k)2 @
iJ= C/Co @
q=(l+k)/(ab) @
r=k/{b(l+k)} ®
Fig.1I. Waveform differences between 1096 -9096 method and 30%-
90% method obtained by analogue computer
